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PHYSICHEM NOTES AND ACTIVITY. Due Date 22 April 2020. Parents must 

check and sign. 

Dear grade 9 learners, 

Please write the revision notes in your note books. (book 2) 

Activity 3 must be done in the homework exercise book. (Book 1) 

Remember this work was covered before.  

Revision Notes:  16 April 2020 (lockdown work 1) 

 

Chemical equations 

• chemical reactions can be represented with models 

• chemical reactions are usually represented with symbols such 

as in chemical equations: For example: 

 C+O2 CO2 

 2H2+O2 2H2O 

• the subscript number indicates the number of atoms of an 

element found in the formula 

• the numbers in front of the compounds indicate the ratio in 

which the molecules react. For example two molecules of 

hydrogen react with one molecule of oxygen to form water, 

therefore the ratio is 2:1 (H:O) 

• no atoms are lost or gained in the reaction, they are simply 

rearranged 

 

Balanced equations 

• chemical equations must be written as balanced chemical 

equations. The total number and type of atoms of the 

reactants is the same as in the products. The above equations 

are therefore balanced in the following way: 

4Fe + 3O2 2Fe2O3 (brown rusty coating) 

2Mg+ O2 2MgO (white powder) 

• another example is copper reacting with oxygen to form 

copper oxide. This is a very slow reaction 

-- word equation: copper + oxygen copper oxide 

chemical equation: 

 2Cu + O2 -2CuO  
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The general reaction of metals with oxygen  

• some metals react with oxygen during burning (combustion) 

• when a metal reacts with oxygen, a metal oxide is formed as 

a product. The general equation for this type of reaction isalways: 

 

metal + oxygen metal oxide 

 

Reaction of iron with oxygen 

• when the metal iron is burnt in air (which contains oxygen), the 

reaction forms iron oxide as a product 

-- word equation: iron + oxygen iron oxide 

-- chemical equation: Fe + O2 Fe2O3 [unbalanced] 

Reaction of magnesium with oxygen 

• when the metal magnesium is burnt in air (which contains 

oxygen), the reaction forms magnesium oxide as a product 

-- word equation: magnesium + oxygen magnesium oxide 

-- chemical equation: 2Mg + O2 2MgO [unbalanced] 

c/w activity 3 (book 1) Answer the questions in Activity 3: Revisit 

the work done in class. 

 

 


